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A joseph smith for the twenty

first century

richard lyman bushman

since henry caswall published the prophet of the nineteenth century
in 1843 a year before joseph smith s death nineteen book length biographies of the prophet have appeared in print more than half of them since
1940 they differ wildly in tone and perspective as might be imagined
several are still worth considering by serious students off
joseph smith s life
of offoseph
oseph
among the more notable I1 woodbridge rileys
wileys the founder of mormonism is severely critical but ingenious and original the first biography to
attempt a scientific explanation of joseph smiths revelations 2 fawn
brodie s no man knows my history is a magnificent piece of journalism
that oscillates between snide skepticism and genuine admiration and is
always interesting 3 john henry evans s enthusiastic presentation of the
prophet s achievements in joseph smith an american prophet is credited by
former church historian leonard arrington with having attracted him to
church history 4 donna hill s balanced but noncommittal joseph smith
the first mormon tells a good tale with the benefit of her brother marvin
smitis life 5 hills is the biography
hills extensive knowledge of joseph smiths
latter day saints are most likely to recommend to interested friends each
of these studies deserves attention from anyone seriously interested in
joseph smith after more than half a century no man knows my history is
still considered by most american historians as the best account of
mormons
Mor mons many non mormon readers
josephs life to the surprise of cormons
think that brodie presents a sympathetic as well as a revealing picture of
joseph smith 6
we have no reason to think that the writing of biographies about the
prophet will cease as we enter the twenty first century major historical
figures always invite reassessment and interest in joseph smith shows no
signs of flagging the relentless growth of the church makes him more
important now than ever to account for mormonism s modern success
the mysteries of joseph smith have to be plumbed how are we to understand this extravagant and bold figure whose work has now attracted millions of followers all over the world how can joseph be situated in
american culture and now in global culture why was he so successful
puzzles such as these are sure to attract biographers in the coming century
over the past hundred years two issues have shaped writing on joseph
smith and as we move into the twenty first century it may be worth speculating on how these questions will be addressed in the future may we
1
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expect sharp departures or will the classic questions be answered in the
classic ways the first of these is the question of belief until now the tone
and import of a joseph smith biography has depended heavily on whether
joseph s revelations will the author s attitude
or not the author believed in josephs
toward the authenticity of the revelations continue to govern the organizabiographies in the future as they have in the past
tion of ofbiographies
the second issue is the question of significance what is the place of
mormonism in american history where did mormonism come from
what is its impact what does mormonism tell us about america these
questions bear directly on joseph smith s life and the answers are sure to
change as our understanding of american culture evolves the discussion
will become even more complicated as mormonism spreads around the
globe mormon historians rarely deal with the question of significance but
non mormon readers want an answer mormon authors should contribute
to this speculation as it goes forward rather than leaving the question of
significance to outsiders and critics

belief and joseph smiths life
belief was recently posed to me by alfred bush curator of
of bellef
the issue ofbeliefwas

western americana at the firestone library at princeton university
because of his mormon background bush is one of the most attentive
observers of the mormon scene and is responsible for a superb collection
of mormon americana at the firestone when he learned 1I was writing a
biography of joseph smith he told me that I1 must address the question of
the historicity of the book of mormon the historian is responsible bush
insisted for determining whether or not the book is true history
I1 see this as a version of a question that has dominated writing on
joseph smith from the beginning was joseph smith a prophet to whom
god actually spoke were the book of mormon and the other revelations amounting to over 800 pages of writing from god or were they
mormons and their critics
the fabrications of a human mind although cormons
answer differently they all deal with this question of authenticity and
the authors answer determines a great deal about how a biography is
put together
the issue of authenticity can be thought of as a governing question
the writer s position on the revelations has consequences far beyond the
passages where the revelations themselves are discussed if the author
believes in the revelations the story is likely to take the following shape
1i josephs character and personality will be conceived positively fig 1
i
A believing author will tend to see joseph as possessing a character worthy
of a prophet george Q cannon said of the prophet his magnetism was
7077
117
masterful and his heroic qualities won universal admiration 717
for these
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1i joseph smith and hyrum smith believing biographers of joseph smith are
more likely to represent joseph in words and images consonant with his own stated
calling the engravings shown here based in part on sketches made in 1842 comprised
joseph smith the prophet salt lake city
the frontispiece in george Q cannon life of ofjoseph
juvenile instructor office 1888 these images show the two church leaders in a digni
dagni
fied respectable bearing underscoring
under scoring the believers view of joseph smith as a sincere
witness and martyr the images evoked the memory of joseph and hyrum together
who in life
were not divided and in death
D
were not separated dac
ac
&c 1353
d&c

FIG

biographers faults get overlooked and virtues magnified critical historians always suspect believing historians of whitewashing joseph and his
family after my book joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism
appeared I1 was asked by one colleague why I1 had not mentioned joseph
smith sr s bouts of intoxication actually it was a slip in my scholarship
unbelievers
but the critics thought 1I was covering up Un
believers would never make
such a mistake they would be sure to notice father smith s somewhat
demeaning weakness
2 believers will see josephs doctrines as unique or at least inspiring
his revelations look like new truth bursting on the earth john henry
evans inspired leonard arrington because evans was so upbeat about
josephs teachings joseph smith s attraction evans wrote lay partly in
his personality but mainly in the dynamic power of his religious philosomormons tend to think that the book of mormon is simplistic
phy 8 non cormons
and easily dismissed 9 believers see its profundities and complexities
3 among believers there is an inclination toward providential history
that is to see the hand of the lord working on the saints behalf they are
likely to play up small miracles in everyday life the mormon world is filled
with gods presence consequently the biography s overall plot line is
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oftesting that brings success in
inclined to be triumphalist struggle is a form of testing
the end this is god s cause and it will eventually overcome all opposition 10
skeptics on the other hand give the narrative another form
1i joseph has to become in some sense a scoundrel the reason for this
is that he pretended to have revelations that the author believes were fabricated it follows that joseph deceived his followers by claiming revelation
he was not really receiving he almost inevitably therefore becomes a
showman or a con man this is the way brodie puts it

for joseph what was a dream one day could become a vision the next and a
reality the day after that it is doubtful if he ever escaped the memory of the
conscious artifice that went into the book of mormon but its phenomenal
success must have stifled any troublesome qualms and at an early period he
seems to have reached an inner equilibrium that permitted him to pursue his
career with a highly compensated but nevertheless very real sincerity certainly
a persisting consciousness of guilt over the cunning and deception with which
his prophetic career was launched would eventually have destroyed him 11

starting with such assumptions about joseph smiths character one can
relapses into deceptive behavior because a lie lay at the botexpect all sorts of ofrelapses
tom of his life joseph becomes morally ambiguous doing many noble and
heroic things but also capable orbase
ofbase
of base behavior a divided man at his core 12
2 because josephs revelations are thought to be a concoction the
skeptical biographer has to locate the sources of the revelations where did
all the components of the book of mormon and the book of moses come
from As brodie puts it joseph smiths
smith s theology was a patchwork of ideas
and rituals drawn from every quarter 13 this assertion leads to a survey of
all kinds of source materials sometimes ranging far into the past in search
of precedents for his ideas 14 since joseph wrote so much it is difficult to
locate a source for everything so these biographers content themselves
with a few examples and presume the rest could be accounted for by further
farther
searching strangely not much credit is given to josephs own imagination
and certainly none to god the skeptics show a peculiar reluctance to suggest joseph might have had independent genius even though writing the
book of mormon in three months is surely one of the greatest writing feats
of all time
3 along the same line the skeptic may have to work out the devious
means by which joseph carried off his deceptions having to account for
the testimonies of the three and eight witnesses skeptics speculate about
making supposed gold plates out oftin
of tin or filling a box with sand to make it
aftin
heavy enough to feel like gold the requirement of discovering the magician performing his tricks results in the fabrication of events comparable
to the attenuated explanations of the spaulding theory in the previous century where sidney rigdon had to be shown smuggling the manuscript of
mormon to joseph 15
the book of ofmormon
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these contrasting qualities could be elaborated but they suggest 1I
hope how the question of authenticity has shaped the organization and
tone of writings about joseph smith in the twentieth century doubtless
the question of authenticity will not die in the twenty first century but I1
believe that this issue has steadily been losing its edge and that a growing
body of readers are ready for another depiction of the prophet these
readers do not want to be caught up in the battles of believers and disbelievers they are more interested in knowing about an extraordinarily

intriguing person
this group of readers 1I suggest may not be satisfied with the choices
josephs best informed critics offers to readers of
that dan vogel one of josepls
joseph smith biographies in describing some of the supernatural events
in josephs early life vogel says that we have three choices 1i joseph smith
consciously deceived people by making up events and lying about them 2
he unconsciously deceived people by imagining events and calling them
real 3 he told the truth vogel asserts that we cannot believe that joseph
told the truth without abandoning all rationalist categories of historical
16 no
investigation 1116
one can believe rationally in the actuality of supernatural happenings of the kind joseph claimed for himself therefore he
must have been a deceiver either consciously or unconsciously like
brodie vogel leans toward conscious deceit vogel believes joseph smith
knowingly lied by claiming that he translated the book of mormon when
in fact joseph was making it up as he went along
first century readers vogels alterof twenty hirst
for my hypothetical body oftwenty
natives represent a hard choice readers are being asked to consider the
revelations as either true or a form of ofdeception
deception joseph smith either spoke
for god or he duped people there is no middle ground vogels set of
alternatives represents a version of what 1I would call the strict enlightenment by which 1I mean a form of enlightenment thought that forces
everything into rational categories of analysis and refuses to admit the
validity of any other forms of thought and belief by this strict standard
mohammad s vision of gabriel carrying him to jerusalem was a form of
conscious or unconscious deception saint theresa s transports native
american vision quests saint paul s encounter with christ on the road to
visitations and jourdamascus all these and hundreds of other reports of ofvisitations
neys into heaven are conscious deceptions or they are the product of the
aries imaginations and are thus unconscious deceptions
vision
visionaries
the enlightenment had a word for all these supposed revelations
superstition joseph was categorized with a long line of impostors starting
with mohammad and continuing down through the french prophets and
joanna south
southcott
cott the notorious english prophetess 17 enlightened newsrevelators by classifying
paper editors and critics of religion dealt with revelatory
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them all as frauds and throwing them all on the trash heap together for
gogets thesaurus listed the quran and book of mormon
many years rogets
18
fig 2 joseph smith mohammad
together under pseudo revelation
revelationfig
and other extrabiblical prophets could be understood by putting them in
the company of impostors through the ages
in this postmodern era when the enlightenment itself has been discredited many readers may prefer to be less strict in their rationality vogel
himself thinks of joseph smith as a sincere deceiver he sympathetically
concludes 1 I suggest smith really believed he was called of god to preach
repentance to a sinful world but that he felt justified in using deception to
accomplish his mission more fully 19 many readers want to see human life
as variegated strange and rife with complex possibilities these new readers
are open to experiences beyond the ordinary they want to observe lives
that are unlike their own sometimes in astounding ways As george eliot
said of the visionary theresa of avila who that cares much to know the
history of man and how the mysterious mixture behaves under the varying experiments of time has not dwelt at least briefly on the life of saint
1121
20
theresa 0020
theresadss visions take us to the outer reaches of
in other words Theres
human capacity to places we don t ordinarily go this desire to explore the
varieties of human experience does not require a dissection of every supposedly supernatural event in order to find its rational scientific basis we
realize now that dissection kills the animal put under the knife we grant
aries the benefit of the doubt and acknowledge that they may have
vision
visionaries
had experiences beyond conventional understanding and knowledge they
are part of a grand human effort to discover meaning through poetry art
and revelation we can delight in the diversity of human experience and
rejoice in all that god has wrought among his children modern readers
may be willing to allow that joseph smith was sincere in saying he had
visions and translated the
book of mormon and
986 pseudo revelation
simply want to know
koran
king S
alcoran
more to call him a de
Zen davesta Ved
vedas zendavesta
owra na
vendidad
idadd V uwr
vedidad
gau tama bop
gautama
celver misses the point of
edda go
boo
0
mormon
visions in the american
religion the literary critic
FIG 2 entry in gogets
thesaurus 1935 enlighten
rogets
m
T
n
tj
harold bloom no believer ment thinking placed the book of mormon and
in revealed religion rel
other religious texts and words into categories that
dished
ished the genius of joseph marginalized them entry 986 of roget s thesaurus
ofmormon under pseudo revelation
puts the book of mormon
revela
smith s historical cevela
peter mark roget
john lewis roget
and samuel
S
S
pprtinp
without
firms
getting romilly roget
g
thesaurus of english words and
bogged down in questions
phrases authori
authorized
thorl ed american edition new york
thori
Au
authora
of scientific authenticity 21 grosset and dunlap 1935

ly
gedid
vedid

NS

T
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the common presumption

vision aries should not be
nowadays is that visionaries
called pious frauds vogels term 22 that broad tolerance has come about
partially because of developments outside of mormon historiography in a
postcolonial time the accusation that strange religions are superstitions
has been discredited by our experience with native peoples imperialists
once applied the term superstition to the religions of colonized populations discrediting their religion as superstition was one step in subjecting
them now in our effort to see these colonized people on their own terms
we want to give their religions full credit that transformation in the study
of world religions has prepared an audience to give more credence to
joseph smith rather than colonizing him in the name of enlightenment
rationality we listen more sympathetically contemporary readers will
look upon joseph smith as if they were tolerant ethnographers going
among native people interested students will want to learn about the
world of early mormonism without disrupting it and get as close as they
can to the experience of revelation as joseph experienced it
1I have presented the passing of the old twentieth century issue of
cormons
authenticity as if this were a gain for mormons
Mormons biographers of joseph
smith now can write for an audience with broad sympathies who will want
to know more about revelation and will not require that it be explained as
cormons
pious deception but 1I wish now to reverse direction and ask if mormons
will be happy with this outcome Is it an improvement to end the war
between believers and un believers that raged in the biographies of the
twentieth century the new tolerance permits a believing biographer like
myself to present more of josephs revelations without fear of running up
against a wall of hostile disbelief but is that advantage counteracted by a
wouldia t believing biographers prefer to have
blurring of the real issues wouldn
wouldr
the question of authenticity laid squarely before our readers even at the
cost of having the revelations disputed do we want joseph smith s challenge to the world to be lost in a haze of a patronizing kindness
by giving in to tolerance there is a danger that mormonism will be
treated like voodoo or shamanism something to examine in excruciating
detail and with labored respect while privately the ethnographers believe
these religious manifestations are the product of frenzied minds and a
primitive prescientific outlook wouldntt we prefer to be taken seriously
condescender
enough to be directly opposed rather than condescended
con
to right now
descended
qur
the book of mormon might aspire to be classed with the quran
aur an as the
inspired book of a great world religion many readers would go with us that
cormons willing to accept that judgment or do we want a
far but are mormons
cormons believe that joseph
more exclusive claim on revelation many mormons
smith and the scriptural revelations are in a class of their own distinct
from saint theresa and mohammad and would be unhappy to be put on
vision aries
such a list no matter how distinguished the other visionaries
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one fact in joseph smiths history may prevent his complete absorption into the muffling embrace of liberal tolerance and that fact is the
existence of the gold plates many modern readers will acknowledge
josephs sincerity in his more ordinary run of revelations they can imagine holy words coming into his mind as he wrote hearken 0 ye people of
my church dac
d&c 11 most of the doctrine and covenants fits within
ofbelievable revelation
though privately the readers may feel the
the limits of believable
words came from no greater distance than josephs own subconscious but
gold plates sitting on the table as joseph translated shown to witnesses to
feel and examine touched by emma as she cleaned house such a tangible
artifact is hard to attribute to a standard religious experience even in an
extraordinary person such as joseph with the gold plates we cross into the
realm of deception or psychotic delusion in the minds of many readers to
see and touch forty pounds of gold plates with ancient writings on them
people had to be either tricked or confused joseph turns back into the
impostor or self deluded fanatic 23
broad minded reader has
here the old issue then reasserts itself the broadminded
to ask can it be possible that joseph smith did receive the gold plates from
an angel was he guided by heaven or was he not there is no hiding
behind the marvelous workings of the human spirit in explaining the
plates either something fishy was going on or joseph did have a visitor
from heaven
the believing biographer here must abandon his tolerant readers to
their own devices the believer cannot help the unbeliever understand and
sympathize with joseph recovering the plates from the hillside in that
moment the issue is joined the old issue that has hovered over accounts of
josephs life from the beginning did god speak to him or not

the significance of joseph smith in american history
the second issue the question of significance

has never been satisfac-

torily addressed by twentieth century mormon biographers what do
joseph smith and mormonism mean in american history we call him an
american prophet what is his place in american history what was the
impact of his religion what do joseph smith and mormonism reveal
american culture
about the nature of ofamerican
mormons have fiddled with answers but we rarely address the quescormons
tion seriously because it is of little concern to us the restoration is of such
immense importance in world history that it carries its meaning on the
surface as far as we are concerned in the restoration god enters history to
prepare the world for the second coming of christ compared to that
transcendent purpose mormonism s place in american history is of secondary concern
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in fact latter day saints are inclined to reverse the order and place
american history in the history of the gospel we think that western civiliza tion has been shaped in preparation for the restoration the breakup
lization
odthe
learning and free inquiry the separation of
ofthe
of the medieval church the rise of oflearning
church and state even a technology like printing are seen as providential
preparation for the restoration the united states in the mormon view
was founded to make a home for the church 24
Un
unbelievers
believers of course are not satisfied with this view of events they
want to wrench mormonism out of our conspectus and fit it into their own
historical schemes a task that unfortunately is not easily accomplished 2 5
the trouble is not a paucity of explanations but an overabundance with
so many being offered how do we choose from among them they are so
diverse we feel in danger of losing intellectual coherence mormonism
appears to be so many things it goes out of focus
without going into details or evaluation let me list some of the alternatives for situating joseph smith in american history most of them of
recent vintage interest in the question of significance has grown as mormon and non mormon historians have become less combative
1 dan vogel argued in religious seekers and the advent ofmormonism
of mormonism
1988 that mormonism derived many of its doctrines and a basic attitude
from a tradition of religious seeking going back to roger williams in his
later years williams believed authority had been lost and people must wait
for god to bring back revelation and authority closer to joseph smiths
time the irvingites
Irving ites or catholic apostolic church in england searched for
prophetic utterance and appointed apostles according to revelation vogel
mormons branched out of this seeker movement 26
believed cormons
2 in another study early mormonism and the magic world view
mormons saw the world
1987 michael quinn suggested that many early cormons
under the spell of magic building on the work of jon butler and keith
american and european magic quinn made joseph
thomas historians of ofamerican
worldview infused his
smith into a practitioner of magic whose magical worldview
teachings and writings 27
3 john brookes widely acclaimed the refiner s fire the making of
mormon cosmology 1644 1844 1994 discovered in mormonism a strange
brand of philosophy and religion supposedly traceable to hermes tris
me gistus the mythical ancient egyptian theologian many scholars have
megistus
shown how early modern hermeticism intermixed with alchemy flowed
into the rosicrucian movement and free masonry brooke tried to find
hermeticism in mormonism fig 3 and in fact argued for its dominant
influence on joseph smith
smitis s distinctive doctrines 28
4 in another vein entirely kenneth winn wrote a volume on morofliberty 1989 at a time
monism and republicanism exiles in a land of liberty
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when the social and political ideology ofthe
odthe
of the revolution seemed to be a key
to the understanding of ofamerican
american history 29
of innocence protestant primitivism in america 1630 1875
5 in illusions ofinnocence
allen
ailen link joseph smith to the
1988 richard hughes and C leonard alien
restorationists those who wished to return to the practices and beliefs of
cormons themselves are comfortable with this
primitive christianity 30 mormons
category an article of faith states that we believe in the same organization
that existed in the primitive church
6 earlier alice freeman tyler s freedoms ferment 1944 placed
joseph smith among utopian reformers because of the prophets plans for
the city of zion putting him in a class with the shakers and the founders
of brook farm in his massive religious history of the american people
ahl
ahlstrom
eylers categorization
strom accepted tylers
1972 the yale scholar sydney E AhI
and inserted a discussion of Mormonism in a chapter titled the communi tarian impulse 31
nitarian
7 in the democratization of christianity 1989 nathan hatch made
mormons exemplars of a democratic impulse among early national chriscormons
tians mormonism attacked cultural elites and returned religious power to
ordinary people linking joseph smith to the democratic forces coming out
12
of the revolution 32
8 grant underwoods the millenarian world of
barly mormonism 1993
early
ofearly
made a persuasive argument for mormonism as a form of millenarianism 33
1I have doubtless overlooked explanations but the list of eight is long
enough to make the point mormonism cannot be accounted for simply
any more than can the constitution or other complex phenomena in our
history each of these books standing alone seems to locate mormonism
satisfactorily but taken together they show the elusiveness of significance
after reading them all we see that no simple answer to the initial question
can be given mormonism is multifaceted diverse baroque in its effulgence of meanings
the problem is further complicated by mormonism s estrangement
from american society for a movement that purportedly incorporated so
many elements from the surrounding culture mormonism found itself at
odds with that culture over and over again 1I don t mean arguments 1I
mean violence none of the saints american neighbors accepted them for
very long wherever the latter day saints settled in the nineteenth century
they were rejected like a failed kidney transplant in new york missouri
illinois and even utah the saints were attacked by force and compelled to
change or die far from being fundamentally american something about
mormonism repulsed large numbers of ofamericans
americans 34
every attempt to assimilate the restoration into some schema has to face
the possibility that mormonism was more un american than american
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mountains of the adepts ca 1667 recent attempts at situating joseph
smiths revelations in history have led some historians to arcane sources greatly
separated in time and distance from joseph smiths early home in upper state new
york historian john L brookes the Refiners fire the making qfmormon
of mormon cosmology 1644 1844 cambridge cambridge university press 1994 reproduces
this seventeenth century rosicrucian drawing in his discussion of some of the
influences s on the young joseph smith 19q the drawing which
formative influence
shows a blindfolded initiate ready to be taught the seven alchemical stages of perfecMichelspacher cabala speculum artis et
tion was originally published in a steffen michelspacher
Na
Alchemia augsburg germany 1667 courtesy of ofdepartment
naturae
in
naturale
inalchemia
turae alchemia
inAl
department of speinai
alchemic
cial collections memorial library university of Wisconsin madison
FIG 3
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there

more evidence of mormonisms
Mormonisms alienation from the nineteenth
century united states than of it being a natural outgrowth of american
culture the american connection grows ever more tenuous as mormonism is increasingly viewed as a world religion if mormonism is so
american why the immediate success in nineteenth century europe and
the rapid twentieth century growth in latin america and the philippines
1I see no way to resolve this problem I1 am inclined to increase the confusion rather than clarifying it by adding still another dimension but one
that explains the conflicts with americans one place to start on the question of significance is with the single most important principle of the
restoration revelation with the restoration god began directing his
church again speaking to prophets actively engaging in a work we cannot say joseph was the only one who laid claim to revelations the free will
baptists the universalists the shakers all had founders who received
open visions of god when they were called to their work but among all
these joseph was preeminent in the extent of his claims in the number of
his revelations and in the success of his movement 35 what was the significance of his reliance on revelation
all these visionaries
vision aries and joseph most of all discerned what orthodox
christianity had forgotten that biblical authority still rests as it always
has on revelation the bibles cultural influence was based on the belief
that god revealed himself to prophets the reason for embracing the bible
was that its words had come from heaven christianity had smothered this
self evident fact by relegating revelation to a bygone age making the bible
an archive rather than a living reality the significance of joseph smith
and other prophets of his time was their introduction of revelation into
the present renewing contact with the bibles god
reliance on revelation made joseph smith appear marginal in american christianity but like marginal people before him joseph aimed a
question at the heart of the culture did christians truly believe in revelabelievers in the bible dismissed revelation in the present could they
tion if ifbelievers
defend revelation in the past by 1830 when joseph came on the scene the
question of revelation had been hotly debated for well over a century since
the first years of the eighteenth century rational christians had been struggling with deists
feists skeptics and infidels over the veracity of miracles and the
inspiration of the prophets and apostles in 1829 alexander campbell
debated with the atheist robert owen for an entire week on the question
of revelation and miracles 36 campbell believed he had proven gods
presence in the bible but doubt lingered on and over the course of the
beil
bell
nineteenth century beli
in revelation eroded among the educated classes
bellef
belief
efin
through the intellectual wars with skeptics and higher critics believers
steadily lost ground the loss was only dimly perceived by everyday christians
is
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in joseph smiths time but in the half century to come the issue divided
divinity schools and shook ordinary people 37
joseph stood against that ebbing current he prophesied and received
revelation exactly as christians thought bible prophets did in effect he
re enacted the writing of the bible before the christian worlds eyes 38 most
dismissed him as a charlatan without even bothering to evaluate his doctrine the people in palmyra decided the book of mormon was bogus
before they saw it their precipitous condemnation betrayed their doubts
revelation if ifrevelation
revelation in the present was so far out
about the possibility of ofrevelation
of the question that josephs claims could be discounted without serious
consideration why believe revelation in the past after one incredulous
visitor marveled that the mormon prophet was nothing but a man
joseph remarked that they look upon it as incredible that a man should
have any intercourse with his maker 39 that was exactly the point people
had lost faith that a person could receive revelation josephs life posed the
question does god speak to man40
in this sense joseph was among the extremist prophets as one pair
of historians have called them 41 he forced the question of revelation on a
culture struggling with its own faith josephs historical role as he understood it was to give god a voice in a world that had stopped listening the
gentiles shall say nephi wrote in the book of mormon A bible A bible
we have got a bible and there cannot be any more bible 0 fools the
that I1 am the sameyesterday
same yesterday today and forye not
knowye
lord rejoins know
knowle
ever and that 1I speak forth my words according to mine own pleasure
2 ne 293 4 7 9 not only does the book of mormon show that god
does inspire men and call them to his holy work in this age and generation as well as in generations of old dac
d&c 2011 but the reality of revelation in the present also proves the reality of revelation in the past one
reason for restoring the book of mormon an early revelation said is to
prove that the holy scriptures are true dac
d&c 2011 in reply to a minisofmormonism
ters inquiry about the distinguishing doctrine of
Mormonism joseph told
0142
1142
42
him we believe the bible and they do not 3142
at some level josephs revelations indicate a loss of trust in the christian ministry for all their learning and their eloquence the clergy could
not be trusted with the bible they did not understand what the book
meant it was a record of revelations and the ministry had turned it into a
handbook the bible had become a text to be interpreted rather than an
experience to be lived in the process the power of the book was lost in
joseph smith
smitis s 1839 account of the first vision that was the charge against
the churches they teach for doctrines the commandments of men having a form of godliness but they deny the power thereof JS H 119 it was
vision aries of his time sought to
the power thereof that joseph and the other visionaries
recover not getting it from the ministry they looked for it themselves
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to me that is joseph smith s significance for our time he stood on the
contested ground where the enlightenment and christianity confronted
one another and his life posed the question do you believe god speaks
joseph was swept aside of course in the rush of ensuing intellectual battles
and was disregarded by the champions of both great systems but his mission was to hold out for the reality of divine revelation and establish one
small outpost where that principle survived josephs revelatory principle is
not a single revelation serving for all time as the christians of his day
believed regarding the incarnation of christ nor a mild sort of inspiration
seeping into the minds of all good people but specific ongoing directions
from god to his people at a time when the origins of christianity were
under assault by the forces of enlightenment rationality joseph smith
returned modern christianity to its origins in revelation
for that reason rationalists today are required to attack joseph smith s
revelations mormonism revives all the claims to heavenly authority that
the enlightenment was invented to repulse since the enlightenment is far
from dead a biographer of joseph smith cannot escape its skepticism
even if general readers momentarily suspend disbelief in the end most of
them will not believe that is a fact in our modern world educated believers are in a small minority we write under a different constellation ofintel
of intellectual moods and fashions in the twenty first century but the rationalist
doubts of the twentieth century are still with us
despite the prevailing disbelief some modern readers will enjoy the
story of an old fashioned prophet rising once more appalled by the miseries of our time they may feel that the world is desperate for revelation
from a caring god rather than dismiss joseph out of hand as a blatant
fraud they will listen and observe Is it possible that biblical revelation
could be renewed could the enlightenment have shut up the heavens
through its disbelief must we foreclose the very possibility of divine communi
munication
cation those questions raised by this modern
modeer prophet may seem
moderr
worth pondering by at least a few
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of this essay was presented at lives of the saints writing mormon biography and
autobiography a conference sponsored by the smith institute on march 17 2001 at
brigham young university the author thanks jed woodworth and others of the B YU
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concluding his account of josephs death cannon wrote the enemies of
truth were sure that they had now destroyed the work and yet it lives greater and
stronger after the lapse of years it is indestructible for it is the work of god cannon
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